In this paper, a recognition framework named D-PCN using a discriminator is proposed, which can intensify the feature extracting ability of convolutional neural networks. The framework contains two parallel convolutional neural networks, and a discriminator, which is introduced from the Generative Adversarial Nets and can improve the performance of parallel networks. The two nets are devised side by side, and the discriminator takes in the features from parallel networks as input, aiming to guide the two nets to learn features of different details in a reverse adversarial style. After that, the feature maps from two nets get aggregated, then an extra overall classifier is added and will output the final prediction employing the fused features. The training strategy of the D-PCN is also introduced which ensures the utilization of the discriminator. We experiment the D-PCN with several CNN models including NIN, ResNet, ResNeXt and DenseNet using single NVIDIA TITAN Xp, on the two benchmark datasets: CIFAR-100 and downsampled ImageNet-1k, the D-PCN enhances all models on CIFAR-100 and also reinforces the performance of ResNet on downsampled ImageNet-1k explicitly. In particular, it yields state-of-the-art classification performance on CIFAR-100 with compared to relative works.
Introduction
In 2012, the Alexnet [16] has sparked off the passion for research of convolutional neural network (CNN) by substantially improving the performance of image recognition, then serials of successive brilliant CNN models [32, 36, 11, 41, 12] lead this wave with compelling results. And based on the growth of image recognition due to the great power of CNN, various visual tasks have all made great breakthrough, such as detection [28, 27, 21] and segmentation [22, 4, 25] . Since these feats are all due to Figure 1 . Overall architecture of the proposed D-PCN. The input images are sent to parallel networks, the parallel networks learn the different and discriminative features under the supervision of the discriminator in the training process. When training is done, an extra compact classifier is added in the end where the aggregated features from parallel networks will be fed into. The final prediction is reported by the extra overall classifier. the ability of the CNN, fundamental research of CNN is becoming increasingly significant.
The recent works have mainly focused on constructing deeper and wider networks. The relatively former networks, such as Alexnet [16] , VGGNet [32] , follow a simple but quite effective rule that is to increase the depth of layers by stacking blocks of same topology. Later, the Highway Network [35] and ResNet [11] have all kept to the rule and combined the shortcut path in the meantime, which can achieve more depths and performance promoting.
And the latecomers, such as Wide ResNet [44] , ResNeXt [41] , are going further in this direction, and obtain good results. And as for the DenseNet [12] , it takes the shortcut style to extreme by connecting all layers directly with each other. And this shortcut fashion helps to train the networks deeper. And there exists another form, i.e., Inception [36] family, it inherits the manner of NIN [19] , and achieves high accuracy without so large computation complexity. It splits one into several paths in a block, where each path has a specially designed architecture, and then paths get merged together. All these network structures enjoy great popularity, but besides these methods of constructing new model, using some tricks on the existing model to raise the capability is an alternative feasible method.
In this paper, we present a generic recognition framework named D-PCN which can be applied to any existed CNN model, to drive parallel CNNs to learn more features of different details or types in a reverse adversarial style. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the input is put into two parallel convolutional neural networks, then the parallel nets are trained under the supervision of a discriminator. For clarify of exposition, we divide a single CNN model to two parts just like DualNet [29] , i.e., feature extractor and classifier, unless explicitly pointed, the classifier is always referred to the last several layers of CNN model, e.g., the last average pooling layer and fully connected layer in ResNet [11] . The discriminator is the kernel in whole framework, which takes in the two features generated by the extractors of two parallel CNNs in the training process, it works in a way resembling the correspondence in GANs [8] , but in contrast to GANs, the discriminator of D-PCN drives the parallel networks to learn different features, more specifically, it ensures that the parameters of two parallel networks get updated differently by gradient flowing. Although the two networks have their own classifier, we just use them in the training procedure for parameters updating. After the training procedure with discriminator jointly, we need to train an extra overall classifier in the end of parallel which intakes the features fused (by means of sum or concatenating) from two parallel networks. In inference procedure, the input gets into the parallel networks, and the aggregated feature maps from parallel networks are fed to the extra overall classifier which will give final prediction.
We make several experiments to investigate the D-PCN with prevailing models such as NIN [19] , ResNet [11] , ResNeXt [41] and DensenNet [12] on CIFAR-100 [15] and downsampled ImageNet [5] 1 , the results show that D-PCN takes effect on different CNN models, which means compared with the origin models the D-PCN gains certain improvement. It's noteworthy that our D-PCN obtains state-of-the-art performance on CIFAR-100 compared with relative works. To the best of our knowledge, our method is the first attempt to combine the discriminator from GAN and cooperation of multiple convolutional neural networks in recognition task and receives promotion explicitly.
The subsequence of paper has the organization as fol-lows. In section 2, we will introduce some works related to or enlightening ours. Section 3 gives the details of our D-PCN, including the framework structure and training strategy. Section 4 provides our experiment results and some extra evaluations. In the end, we draw a conclusion for whole paper.
Related Work

Understanding the Convolutinal Neural Network
Over these years, lots of works pay attention to shed light on inner property of CNN, such as [37, 31, 45, 46, 43, 3] . These kinds of works can show the internal mechanism of CNN, and in turn it can guide how to design the networks to attain better capability. In [45] , a visualizing method is proposed to understand the CNN, experiment in the work elucidates that the multiple layers learn features of different levels, the higher layer lies, the more abstract features will be, and the composition of high layers can tell discriminative information, with which the network can distinguish the object. And in [46] , a highlight is stated that in scene recognition task, detection, more exactly the localization, is a significant process to get discriminative information for recognition, and more importantly, the localization is realized in spontaneous way, i.e., many objects have been discovered naturally by convolutional neural network which is designed for recognition.
Image Recognition
There exists many ways [42, 20, 24, 10, 17, 29] to improve the recognition performance of convolutional neural networks, specially by means of configuring efficient CNN framework such as HD-CNN [42] , or adding another stream of CNN such as bilinear CNN [20] , DualNet [29] . But among these methods, difference occurs. As for bilinear CNN [20] , the assemble method applied to two CNNs is much more complex, as the outcomes of two networks are multiplied in each place, obviously the bilinear CNN can be regarded as a fusion technique to promote efficiency of CNNs. And the HD-CNN [42] , as a hierarchical architecture, has adopted a strategy where fine category classifier follows the coarse classifier in the framework. And DualNet [29] , with which our work share the same philosophy, it's to exploit the potentiality of CNN by using two identical parallel networks and an extra classifier.
Generative Adversarial Nets
In recent years, the Generative Adverscarial Net (GAN) [8] or adversarial learning has been a big shot in the society, which is a kind of architecture for generative models. The GAN works as a way where a generative network goes to fool the discriminator meanwhile the discriminator judges the generative network, finally the network reaches a state of equilibrium. It has been widely used in many different computer vision missions, for instance, image generation [26, 23, 30] , image translation [14, 47] . And this fashion has also been employed in object detection [18, 39] , where it aims to solve the challenge of occlusion/deformation as well as detection of small objects.
Overview of D-PCN
As mentioned above, the CNN has efficiently applied to a variety of computer vision assignments, and the recognition conducts as the basic and simultaneously cardinal task, it directly affects the performance of follow-up tasks such as object detection and segmentation. Until now, the convolutional neural nets are trained by the back propagation algorithm, and just like what said in [29] , the training based on back propagation is always dominated by the error from higher layers, which may imply the gradients are flowed to a specific direction, and much information of lower-level but vital to distinguish some classes of similarity, high-level but also contributing to the recognition task get omitted. To put it in another way, in the single neural network, the net tends to focus on particular discriminative features if there is no interference from outside, and it's a tough mission for a single network to gather features of all informative details.
To cope with this issue, We propose a new novel framework named D-PCN to urge the parallel networks to learn the different features. Instead of proposing new efficient convolutional neural network models, our work focuses on how to hoist capability of present neural network models. Inspired by the work in [37, 45, 46] , especially in [46] , which tells that the CNN for scene classification can localize informative objects in the scene automatically in order to recognize scenes (this sounds like attention mechanism, which is adopted in [2, 38, 40] , for example). Since the general image recognition task can be summarized as that CNN achieves its goal by making composition of learned distinctive features for prediction according to representation in [45] , it's reasonable to bring this inherent characteristic of CNN into generic recognition task. Our D-PCN scheme is to compel the two parallel networks to find and assemble different features by using a discriminator, through which the gradients flow of parallel networks get dissimilar, hence it can lead the two neural networks to notice the different parts of images, at last we can acquire more discriminative features through the aggregation of two nets.
On account of the key role the discriminator plays in our D-PCN framework and also for intuitive comprehension of the idea in this work, here we take a overview of Generative Adversarial Net (noted as GAN) which summarizes the process of GAN briefly, and a general description of D-PCN is also provided as a comparison accordingly.
The Goal of GAN. In the vanilla GAN [8] , the whole network consists of a generator (referring to G) which accepts noise signals as input and exports fake data, and Figure 3 . The training strategy of D-PCN. In Step 1, we train the subnet1 and discriminator, then in Step 2, we fix the discriminator and the subnet1, the subnet 2 is trained under the guide of discriminator. In the Step 3, both subnet 1 and subnet 2 are trained jointly with the discriminator, after the joint training, we get two different extractors, then an extra overall classifier need to be added which take in the fused features from two extractors and get trained. a discriminator (referring to D) which accepts the real data and synthetic data as input. The duty of discriminator is to differentiate between generated and the real data, in the meantime generator is to fool the discriminator by creating data as real as possible. In a nutshell, the discriminator and generator play two-play minimax game with value function V(G,D), which can be described as:
where it drives the D to maximize the distinction between the generated and real data, simultaneously G is trying to minimize the distribution distance between G and real data.
The Goal of D-PCN. Unlike the adversarial procedure of GAN, the discriminator in D-PCN aims to make the features generated by the two parallel networks (we just call them subnet1 and subnet2 respectively) diverge, we just make slight modification to the adversarial learning process in GAN, by which we can receive distinctive and discriminative features from parallel networks:
where G 1 means the extractor of subnet1, the same goes for G 2 . To make a vivid description, the discriminator regards the features from subnet1 as real while the features from subnet2 are fake. And at the premise of recognition accuracy in the meantime and under the constraint of discriminator, the subnet1 is going to generate more relatively true features, in the contrary the subnet2 tends to extract even more relatively fake features which is opposite to adversarial learning. That's why we refer to it as reverse adversarial style. Through this way the discrepancy between two parallel networks can be achieved.
Architecture
The D-PCN is illustrated as in Figure 1 . We adopt the two uniform model (e.g., ResNet) as the two parallel networks, that is because since we apply the discriminator to drive the two nets to learn/find different features, using the identical networks seems reasonable. Again, the model in parallel networks can be any existed model, in order to making comparison with recent works, we investigate D-PCN on the Network in Network [19] (referring to NIN), ResNet [11] . In addition to further verify the efficacy of D-PCN, we also evaluate it on recent models like ResNeXt [41] and DenseNet [12] .
Just as we discussed above, in the D-PCN, two parallel networks are to learning distinctive features by using a discriminator, which ensures that a certain one of the parallel is to capture diverse but discriminative features to the best of its ability relative to another, where this is exactly the opposite to GAN.
In order to articulate clearly, we take a D-PCN based on ResNet-20 (denoted as D-PCN-R) for example, as illustrated in Figure 2 . As previously mentioned, we also divide a single network into two contiguous parts, i.e., the extractor and the classifier. For ResNet-20 we use, the classifier merely contains a global average pool layer and a fully connected layer (but there is no division standard), while the remaining layers are extractor 2 . In summary, the two parallel networks which are side by side extract distinctive features from the input images, and then the features are thrown into the discriminator, by which the parallel networks can get their own focus point of features due to the distinction the discriminator brings into, thus two networks can learn complementary features. Just as aforementioned, unlike the adversarial learning where the generator strives to produce similar data as much as possible, the discriminator here is a core module which makes sure that parallel networks diverge. And later the aggregated features which contain information of different aspects, are sent to the extra classifier, whose outcome outperforms each classifier of subnets.
The reason why we choose the layer before average pool layer as cutting point of division for extractor and classifier lies in the description of [45, 46] , the latter layers have more informative features and where to divide will be investigated in our experiments. On the other hand, the layers in back of networks deliver low resolution features which leads to fewer calculation. As discussed above, we hope the outputs from two extractors of parallel networks cover several focus point of the input image. In consideration of it, we think it's rational to aggregate the two features which are generated by the two extractors by concatenating instead of sum, which will also be explored in the experiments. The same design scheme goes for other different ResNet variants like ResNeXt [41] , which is also applicable for DenseNet [12] and NIN [19] .
Like what we stress above, despite of the various division places, the extra classifier always takes in the aggregated features before certain layers in the end. And as for the architecture of discriminator, we just deploy several convolutional neural networks with batch normalization [13] empirically, which is also in view of decreasing the computational complexity, and we find it's effective enough to improve the capability of CNN.
Training Policy
As you can see, the discriminator plays a crucial role in the D-PCN framework, which make it possible for two identical networks to find distinct and different features. As is illustrated in Figure 3 , we split the whole training session into 3 steps. Summarily speaking, at first the subnet1 and the discriminator are trained together, then we fix both of them and train the subnet2 with guide of discriminator, after that subnet1, subnet2 and discriminator are trained jointly, finally the extra classifier which takes in the fused features for prediction is to be trained. The purpose of step 1 and step 2 lies in that we hope the parallel nets tend to diverge in the first place, and the joint training aggravates this discrepancy further.
Training Step 1
In this period just the subnet1 (denoted as s1) and discriminator are trained, s1 is trained in the direction of getting high recognition accuracy, at the same time the discriminator takes in the features from the extractor of s1 acting like it learn the way how the extractor of s1 works. In this period, the loss functions for s1 and discriminator are defined as:
where the cls 1 means the classification error of subnet1, and the D(G 1 ) here means the output of discriminator for subnet1, the L D1 implies that features from subnet1 are regarded as true for discriminator. More in the detail, the loss function of classification is cross entropy loss, and the L D1 can be several forms, such as binary cross entropy and L2 loss which we exactly use in our experiments.
Training Step 2
When the training step 1 is over, we fix the subnet1 and the discriminator. Then subnet2 gets trained under the guide of discriminator, which also takes in the features from subnet2 as input. We define the loss function of subnet2 during this time as:
where the D(G 2 ) here means the output of discriminator for subnet2, therefore stays contrary to the loss form of generator in GAN at this moment. In the GAN, loss function of the generator part is like −logD(G 2 ). Through this reverse adversarial style, the subnet2 can deviate from the subnet1, where we hope the subnet2 to explore different discriminative features versus subnet1 in this way. Similarly, the form of cls 2 and the L D2 follows the same fashion of step 1. After the same training epochs as step 1, this stage ends. Like DualNet [29] , the L D2 here can also be considered as a form of regularization to some extend.
Training Step 3
In this process, all subnets and discriminator are participating in training jointly. The loss function of subnet1 is defined as:
and the loss function of subnet2 goes the same way as step 2:
And as for discriminator, it follows the paradigm of GAN:
The function forms are the same as former two steps. The parallel networks and discriminator are trained jointly following the aforementioned rule simultaneously. Then, the extra overall classifier is trained in the last on completion of joint training.
Just for simplicity, we set all λ to 1, which we find it's sufficient to promote the performance of the network.
Experiment
We evaluate the D-PCN with several CNN models on CIFAR-100 [15] and downsampled ImageNet-1k [5] in this section. Specifically, we apply D-PCN to NIN (denoted as D-PCN-N), ResNet (denoted as D-PCN-R), ResNeXt (denoted as D-PCN-RX), DenseNet (denoted as D-PCN-D) on the CIFAR-100, and also investigate the effect on the larger dataset, i.e., downsampled ImageNet-1k with D-PCN-R. All architectures and hyper-parameters of these D-PCNs stay the same as original single models. All experiments are conducted with PyTorch on a single NVIDIA TITAN Xp.
CIFAR-100
The CIFAR-100 dataset [15] consists of 100 classes and total 60000 images, with 600 images each class, in Table 1 . Comparisons with recent works on CIFAR-100 without data augmentation. The accuracy means the top-1 accuracy on CIFAR-100 test datasets. *-with data augmentation and 10 view testing [16] .
Method
Test Accuracy Maxout Network [9] 61.43% Tree based priors [34] 63.15% Network in Network [19] 64.32% DSN [17] 65.43% NIN+LA units [1] 65.60% HD-CNN* [42] 67.38% DDN [24] 68.35% DNI, DualNet [29] 69.76% D-PCN-N (ours) 70.43%
which there are 50000 for training and 10000 for testing. Compared to 10 classes in CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 is more challenging since there are only 500 images per class while 5000 images per class in CIFAR-10. We simply normalize the images using the means and standard deviations in 3 channels.
For convenience of making comparison with recent works, we use D-PCN based on NIN [19] , which is also the base model in recent relative works [42, 24, 29] . We follow the same net architecture and hyper-parameters setting of NIN, and the discriminator is just a small CNN which can be arbitrarily constructed, the extra overall classifier just consists of an average pool layer and a fc layer. In Table 1 , we show the performance comparison between several methods. Any data augmentation approach is abandoned in these methods since the influence of data augmentation is agnostic. And some other relative works like [6, 33] which are not included in Table 1 only give results with data augmentation, we don't take them for comparison. And the HD-CNN [42] actually uses the data augmentation technique which means 10 crop testing, so it's not directly applied to comparisons with others. As far as we know, the DualNet [29] gives state-of-the-art performance on CIFAR-100 in the absence of data augmentation before our work. As you can see in the Table 1 , our D-PCN-N surpasses the DualNet [29] by 0.67%, which confirms the superiority of our D-PCN.
Furthermore, in order to proof the effectiveness of our D-PCN, we investigate the DNI and D-PCN-N in detail. As shown in Table 2 , we list the all classifier parts of DNI and D-PCN-N, the DNI has enhanced the performance of its classifiers through iterative training, the final result is an average value by weighting the three classifiers. And the outputs of fused classifier and average classifier have little difference despite that the whole accuracy gains ground versus original NIN.With respect to our D-PCN-N, the two classifier of parallel networks are inferior to the classifiers in DNI thus they also outperform the original NIN. However, when the features of parallel networks turn into fusion which then accesses to extra overall classifier, the final accuracy overtakes the DNI. It's worth nothing that the overall classifier surpasses classifier 1 in s1 by 2.58% and classifier 2 in s2 by 2.01%. This promising result signifies that the features generated by parallel networks are indeed complementary and distinctive to some extend. According to [45, 46] , the D-PCN-N has achieved the goal that two parallel networks find and focus on different and discriminative features. Moreover, we also give comparison between D-PCN-R and DNR [29] . As shown in Table 3 , our D-PCN also takes effect on ResNet-20. Compared to DNR, at the premise of simple data augmentation our D-PCN-R gets very close result with respect to DNR which employs much more complex data augmentation techniques. Also, the aggregation of features brings accuracy improvement of 3.45% by classifier 1 and 4.01% by classifier 2.
In addition, we also report the results on D-PCN based on ResNet-32, ResNet-20 (share the same topology of ResNet-20 above but the numbers of output channel in convolutional layers get multiplied by several times 3 ), Table 4 . The D-PCNs based on several models on CIFAR-100. All results are produced under the conditions where the cropping randomly with padding is implemented as the only method for data augmentation. The * means the ResNet-20 follows the same topology of ResNet-20 above but the numbers of output channel in convolutional layers get multiplied by several times. The † means that because the limit of our GPU memory, we set the layers to 20 and cardinality to 4 from ResNeXt-29, 8x64d [41] . The ‡ means that we design the DenseNet40 as depicted in [12] but there may exist difference from the origin work, which maybe lead to lower result compared to [12] . ResNeXt [41] , and DenseNet [12] , the results are shown in Table 4 . Please notice that as for DenseNet40 ,we just keep the same architecture as described in [12] without other auxiliary approaches, which may be the reason leading to lower accuracy than performance in [12] . And for the limit of GPU memory, we change the original ResNeXt-29, 8x64d to a compact one, i.e., ResNeXt-20, 4x64d. By the way, the ResNet-20 here can be seen as a type of Wide ResNet [44] . As you can see, the D-PCN enhances all these models on CIFAR-100.
Downsampled ImageNet-1k
The original ImageNet [7] dataset contains images of numerous hi-res sizes. Each image belongs to one of 1000 classes. In the training dataset, there are amounts of pictures ranging from 732 to 1300 per class. And it's typical to apply scaling and cropping to original images to get fixed resolution size of 224 x 224.
Because of the tremendous amounts of pictures in Im-ageNet, training from scratch is costly for a single GPU. Fortunately, there exists an alternative to original ImageNet.
Recently, The ImageNet has released a downsampled [32, 64, 128, 256] .
dataset [5] including sizes of 8x8, 16x16, 32x32 and 64x64, which are also called ImageNet8 (16, 32, etc.) . The downsampled version contains all images of ImageNet-1k, i.e., 1281167 training images from 1000 classes and 50000 validation images with 50 images per class. So it's rational to regard the downsampled one as substitute to original ImageNet. In this experiment, we investigate the D-PCN with ResNet-18 on ImageNet32. In order to speed up training, we simply shift dataset to the range from 0 to 1, and then normalize the data using the channel means which is provided in the dataset. The ResNet-18 we apply remains the same architecture as depicted in [11] . The result is shown in Table 5 . It can be seen that the D-PCN based on ResNet-18 gains 3.812% higher than the base ResNet-18 explicitly. It should be emphasized that we just conduct this experiment not try to achieve best performance, but in order to show that the D-PCN can also take effect on dataset which contains wide range of classes.
Through the experiments above, the results manifest that our D-PCN can reinforce capability of numerous convolutional neural network models on several datasets. In some case the D-PCN achieves a little improvement, nevertheless, it also confirms the fact that D-PCN indeed helps the networks to learn more distinctive features and verifies the validity of idea in this work.
Further experiments and analysis of D-PCN
Where to feed the discriminator We make a set of experiments on D-PCN-R to investigate the optimal place where the features of subnets are sent to discriminator. The results are shown in Figure 4 , it's evident that the layer close to the end is the best place to feed features to discriminator. This can be explained as described in [45, 46] , the more higher the layer lies, the more discriminative information it produces. And another advantage of choosing latter places is that the resolution of these layers is much lower than the former ones which is more efficient for computation.
How to aggregate the features As we discuss above, we think that through D-PCN the parallel can find different and informative features. So it's reasonable to adopt concatenating as fuse methods instead of sum. To verify the point, we make a contrast experiment with different aggregating approach on CIFAR-100. As illustrated in Table 6 , when using sum as fusion method, the performance Table 4 . decreases 2.26% and 0.5% for D-PCN-R and D-PCN-N respectively. So the conclusion can be drawn that the concatenation is much better than sum in our D-PCN framework. Table 6 . The results on D-PCN using different fuse methods with features from parallel nets on CIFAR-100. The accuracy means the output from extra classifier. The D-PCNs are identical to Table 4 and Table 2 Compared with doubling width Since the D-PCN can also be seen as a way to wide the network, we make this contrast experiment. According to [29] , simply doubling the numbers of NIN model can promote the test performance to 68.87% on CIFAR-100, compared with 66.91% of original NIN. And it's still inferior to DNI which gets accuracy of 69.76%, and our D-PCN-N gets 70.43% further.
Compared with model ensemble Model ensemble is a common method in practice. The model ensemble means that several models are trained independently and then get combined together by specific way, e.g., averaged, and then the combined model is to give the final outcome. Because of the stochastic characteristic of single model in training, the situation may appear where the same model can produce different outputs. And we make a comparison between ensemble and our D-PCN-N on CIFAR-100, the results are shown in Figure 5 . As we can tell, the DNI [29] receives a little lower accuracy than NIN ensemble [29] , while our D-PCN is superior to NIN ensemble. Besides, our D-PCN framework is in end-to-end style, which is prone to implementation.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel framework named D-PCN to boost the performance of convolutional neural networks in recognition task, where the identical parallel networks in D-PCN can learn discriminative and different features under guide of a discriminator. After the training process with discriminator, the features from parallel nets get fused and are sent to extra overall classifier which makes final prediction. Notably, the discriminator works in a style opposite to adversarial learning. We investigate D-PCN with several CNN models such as NIN, ResNet, ResNeXt, DenseNet, on CIFAR-100 and downsampled ImageNte-1k datasets, which all obtain promotion. In particular, our D-PCN based on NIN gets state-of-the-art performance on CIFAR-100 compared with recent relative works. In the future, we will integrate some skills in improving training GAN into the D-PCN framework, and excavate the ability of D-PCN further, and try applying it to other specific tasks such as scene recognition.
